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STUDY OF STATIC PERFORMANCE OF A TURBOE T ENGIE 

INT ODUCTION 

In the last two decades, use of the turbojet engine 

as the propulsive powerplant of aircraft has become in- 

creasingly important. Recently, this type of engine has 

already replaced the reciprocating type internal corn- 

bustion engine on all the military fighter airplanes 

and many of the leading conmierci.l air transports. 

This is because of its outstanding characteristics over 

the recirocating engine especially under the conditions 

of high aircraft speed and high altitude. 

Thrust is an applied force tending to produce motion 

in a body or to alter its original motion. Thrust force 

of a jet engine is its propulsive force, largely due to 

the product of the mass flow and the acceleration of 

the gases passing through the engine. When the englue 

i_s under the static condition on the ground, the thrust 

force produced by a turbojet engine is cal]ed. its static 

thrust force; it is a coirrnon basis for the rating of a 

jet engine and therefore its measurement or indication 

is considered extremely important in determining the 

performance of both the engine and the aircraft on 

which the engine is mounted. 

In this project, equipment was available for the 



study of static thrust of a turbojet engine;there- 

fore,the text of this thesis describes this feature. 

At the present time, a great number methods have 

been developed to measure the thrust force of a jet 

engine. Three of them were used to study the static thrust 

of a turbojet engine in this roject. These three 

methods included the use of impact tubes, a loadometer, 

and a hydraulic piston. The correlation between them 

was found. 

The turbojet engine which the author used to iake 

this study is the General Electric I-16-4 type; this is 

one of the oarlier models rated at 1,650 pound static 

thrust at 16,500 revolution per minute and under stan- 

dard air conditions ( 59 degrees Fahrenheit and 29.92 

in. Hg Y, 

Very few instruments had been attached to this 

engine before this study; moreover, very little re- 

ference material was on h.nd or could be obtained for 

this porticulr unit. Therefore,the secondary purpose 

off this project was to outfit this engine with the 

instruments and equipment required to make the engine 

useful for future experimentation or class demons- 

tration. Consequently, this thesis may also serve as 

reference material for those who may be interested 

in further static testing of turbojet engines. 
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THEORY OF JET THRUST 

Jet thrust oÍ' an aircraft jet engine is the force 

which i3 applied to the aircraft to roduce motion or 

to alter it original motion. 2he iilajar part of the jet 

thrust :is thveloped y accelerating a nas flow of air 

through tue engine or, in other words, by changing its 
mouentuni. In addition to this pressure di±'ference acting 

over certain area sections in the jet unit are associated 

with thrust. 

Mr. Jennings (14, p.36-88 and p.254-255) pointed 

out that the thrust force of n aircraft jet engine 

will be 

Wa 
V V 

g ig 
Here, Wa average air flow rate, in pound per second. 

average fuel flow rate, in Dound. per 

second. 

average exhaust jet velocity(relative 
to the engine), in foot per second. 

V1- relative velocity between the 

ding air and the enjine, in foot per 

second. 

AO-- the outlet section area of the engine 
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where the exhaust jet velocity is 
in sq. foot. 

Pj static pressure of exhaust jet at the 

section where the jet velocity is 
in pound per sq. foot absolute. 

p0-- ambient static pressure or atmospheric 

pressure, in pound per square foot 

absolute. 

g - gravity acceleration, in foot per 

second per second. 

As far as a su'bcriticsl nozzle ì concerner3, the 

r:as velocIty at the nozzle exit section will be sub- 

sonic or approach bhe sonic velocity as the limit. The 

static ressure of the exhaust gas at the nozle exit 
section will ordinarily be equal to the ambient rres- 

sure. In this casc, the jet thrust is 

Wa 
V.- V1 

g g 

As far as a supereritical nozzle is concerned 

( 24, p.133-134 and 5, p.251 and 23, p.2 ), the static 
pressure of the exhaust gas at the nozzle exit section 

may be greater than the ambient pressure. In this case, 

the term ( p - Po ) makes a positive contribu- 



tion to the jet thrust. 

Because of the 1cnth of the test celi was not 

long enough, the tailpipe of the I-16-4 engine unit 

was not attached to the engine exhaust cone. The exhaust 

cone is a convergent-straight nozzle. It is shown 

by the test data that the exit jet velocity is sub- 

sonic; therefore, the en;ine exhaust cono can be con- 

siderod as a suhcriticej. nozzle, and the static ressure 
of the exhaust jet at the exit section of the engine 

exhaust cone is equal to the atmospheric iressure. 

In this roject, only the static thrust of the 
turbojet engine unit ws considered. In other words, 

the engine remained sttionary on the ground and was 

not allowed to move whilc the thrust was being mea- 

surei. Then, V1 is equel to zero, and the static 

thrust will be 

Wq+ Wf 
V. 

g 3 

It is very sasy to confuse the relative velocity 

o± the jet engins with respct to its surrounding air 

and the air inlet velocity just in front of the corn- 

pressor inlet screen. In other wds, some peop]e 

consider that V1 can not be zero, even the engine is 

under static conditions on the ground; this is not 



correct. It seems casier to underrtand i± we use a 

turbojet engine under static condition as an examp] 

Now the air inlet velocity is induced by the consumo- 

tion o± turbine whe21 turning energy, or consumptioli 

of a portion o± the uc1 eliergy released in the cora- 

bustion chamlers. f-tcr substr actino, the turbine tuining 

euergy and the losses ±rom. the total heating erergy 

developed in the engine, the remainder 1; used to 

produce the jet velocity or the thrust force. Let us 

con2iüer a very idea]. 'eut impossible case in which 

he compressor can swûlow the air without inlet ve- 

locity, then the turb1n turninß enery required will 

decrease or the energy used to produce the thrust 

or th jt velocity will increase, i all the other 

conditions are kept constant. Or we can say that the 

measurable exhaust jet velocity is uoducod after 

excluding the effect of the air inlet velocity be- 

fore the compressor inlet screcn. Consequently, it 

is no necessary to consider this velocity again 

when we calculated the thrust force by the f orìuulu 

above. 
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NETHODS OF MEASUJllT OF STATIC JET ThRUST 

As we know that the static thrust is the common 

iDasis for the rating of jet engine, then its measure- 

ment or indication is considered very important in 

determining the performance of the jet unit. 

Presently, the existing methods of measuring the 

static thrust may be divided into two main categories;- 

1, Direct measurement(2, p.128-132 and 20. p.192 

and 3, p.16). 

This is the method to measure the static thrust 

by measuring the force which is transmitted to ari 

instrument designed to respond to this particular 

stimulus. The fundamental requirement of this method 

i3 that the force applied to the measurin» instruments 

should be equal to the static thrust developed by the 

jot engine or there must be some definite relation 

between these two. Any friction or other f'ce which 

restrains niDvement of the engine mount or the ins- 

trument itself in an unpredictable manner should be 

either eliminated or reduced to a minimum. Consequently, 

the engine mounting device must be designed carefully. 

The most popular engine mounts are pivot tye, ball 

and roller tyie , flexible mounting type, etc. This 

measurement can be accomplished by utilizing several 



possible methods, as indicated below, 

a. Mechanie1 system 

The thrust required to be measured is transmitted 

and reduced by the linkages, cranks,lever arms nd the 

frictionless fulcrums to a force small enough to move 

a poïnter of an indicating mechanism. Its measuring 

capacity may be enlarged by adding a drop weight to 

the linkage system. The loadometer or spring scaJe 

are examples of this application. 

Another interesting arrangement is to fasten the 

engine on a platform which is hung up by the suitable 

wire rope or the similar device. The wire ropes are 

considered to be Í'rictionless fulcrums sup)orted from 

above. A loadometer or similar device is then connected 

to the platform and a stationary frame to measure the 

horizontal force. 

b. Pneumatic piston 

The essential parts of this system are a dia- 

phragm and a small poppet valve. The thrust or its 

reduced force applied to one side of the diaphragm is 

balanced by the air pressure on the other side. The 

change in air pressure is therefore proportional to 

the thrust. When the applied force is not equal to the 

balance pressure, the diaphragm moves from the null 



position, permitting the poppet valve to exhaust or 

admit air from the air reservoir until the null dia- 

phragm position is again attained under the new balanced 

air pressure. The air pressure which is 'roportional to 

the thrust may be read from a suitable presure indi- 

eating device. 

C. Hydraulic piston 

The thrust or its reduced force actuates a piston 

which slides inside a cylinder full of hydraulic fluid. 

The pressure of the fluid will be roportional to the 

applied force if no air has le.ked into the system and 

the friction or viscosity damping is small and nearly 

constant. The fluid pressure is then transferred to a 

pressure indicating device,such as the Bourdon gage. 

d. Electrical cell 

The thrust or its reduced force induces a strain 

in a load-carrying ele ment,which in turn causes a change 

in the electrical properties of an electrical indic.ting 

system. This method i very sensitive and responds 

very quickly. 

2. Indirect measurement ( 2, p.131-132 and 23, 

p.3-9 and 21, p.561-562 ). 

This is a 'ocedure invûlving measurement of one 

or more properties of the engine which can be related 
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to the thrust;then the thrust may be determined by 

means of these relations and data, Por example, the 

exhaust jet velocity,its temperature, air and fuel rate, 

and exhaust cone dimension may be measured; from these 

data, the thrust can be calculated by the formula. 

Exhaust jet velocity measurement 

The exhaust jet velocity is required for the in- 

direct thrust measurement used in this project. 

The methods derived from the pressure differential 

rincìple are the usual ways used to find out as velo- 

city; such as the pitot-sttic tubes,impact tubes, 

vcrturi tubes and f1 w nozzles,pitot-venturi tubes, 

orifice plates and centrifugal type methods; in these 

the velocity is inferred from pressure measurements 

(15, p.122-150 ). Presently, some new methods have 

been developed (19, p.139-151); they are ion tracer 

method,illuminated or luminous particle method and 

electrical. dischar)e method. Their results are more 

accurate but the equipment required is more complicated. 

In thir lnvestigation,the auth used the imract 

tube method to measure the exhaust jet velocity becnuse 

the equipment required was simple and could be roduced 

in the laboratory. 

The author has already pointed out th:t the exhust 
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cone of t1ii engine is just like a subcritical nozzle 

in that the static pressure of the exhaust gas at the 

exit section of the engine exhaust cone is equal to the 

ambient or atmosphere pressure. In other words, only 

the impact or total pressure of the exhaust gas is 

needed to measure. This is the another reason why the 

impact tube method was used. 

The manometer is the most popular device used to 

indicate the differential pressure; either mercury or 

water may be used as the indicaiing fluid. 

In this project, mercury was used as the indi- 

eating fluid. 

If we consider the exhaust gas directly in front 

of the impact tube to be compressed isentropically 

and behave like a perfect gas, then the f ollowiiig 

relation may exist;- 

2 2 
V V 
j m 
+h +h 

2gJ i 2gJ m 

Here;- local exhaust jet velocity where the 

corresponding impact tube is located, 
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in feet per second. 

V-- exhaust gas velocity in the impact 

tube; in this cese, it is equal to 

zero. 

h_- enthalpy of the exhaust gs where its 

velocity is V; or the static entha,lpy 

h5 of the exhaust gas where its velocity 

is V., in Btu per pound of gas. 

hm stagnation enthalpy of the exhaust g:s 

in the imìact tube. In this case ( V 

equal to zero ) is equal to the total 

enthalpy ht of the exhaust gas where its 

velocity is V, in Btu per pound o± gas. 

g -- gravity acceleration, in feet per second 

per second. 

Then, we get;- 
V. f2gJ( hrn - h 

- h3 

=7 
2gJcT 
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Here;- o - siecific het of exhaust gs under 
p 

constant pressure at the 1oction where 

its tot1 pressure is in Btu per 

pound of gas per degrees Rankine. 

T5-- st& tic temperature of exhaust gas tt 

the location where its total pressure 

is in degrees Rankine. 

Pt-- 
total irescure of the exhaust gas at 

the location where the corresponding 

impact tubo is set up, in pound per 

square inch absolute. 

static pressure of the exhaust gas et 

the point where the corresponding 

impact tube is located, in pound per 

square inch absolute. 

In this project, the impact tube opening 

is located just at the engine exhaust 

cone exit section; therefore p is 

equal to the atmosphere pressure. 

k -c/c, ratio of specific heats for 
gases involved. 

cv__ specific heat of the exhaust gas under 

constant volume at the location where 

its total pressure is in Btu per 
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pound at ;as per degrees Rankine. 

J - 778 foot-pound per Btu. 

The exhaust gas temperature i measured by the ther- 

mocouples which were inserted in the gas stream at the 

exit section of the engine exhaust cone. The thermo- 

couples would stop the gas fli to some extent;theref ore 

the indicated temperature would be greater than the 

static temperature at that location and ap roaches the 

total or the stagnation temperature as the limit(18, 

p.423). 

Tind T5--c, ( Tt - T ) 

Here;- T.d__ indicated temperature of the 
ex- 

haust gas by means of the corres- 

ponding thermocoupJ. at the point 

where the thermocouple is located, 

in degrees Rankine. 

static temperature of the exhaust 

gas at the point where its indi- 

cated temperature is T , degrees 
md 

Rankine. 

total or stagnation temperature 

of the exhaust gas at the point 



Then 

where its indicated temperature is 

Tind, in degree Rankine. 

recovery coefficient of the thermo- 

couple. If the gas flows transversely 

across the unshielded thermocouple 

wire, the recovery coefficient miy 

be 0.6 (18, p.423 ). 

T = 0.4T-I-0.6Tt md s 

k-1 

/P \ k 

0.4T5-I-0.6T( _ t 
) \ P5 

and Tid 

T; - k-1 
ft\ k 

0.4-l-06( psi 

Consequently ( 21,p.561 ), 

2gJTjfld 

r k-1 

___ k 
II I -1 
L\P8 I 

k-1 

[(P\ k] 
'\ s) 
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Generally lt is not posnible to directly measure 

the average velocity of the exhaust gas at the exit 

section of the engine exhaust cone. Some indirect me- 

thods were developed for this purpose. One of them is 

to divide the exit section of the exhaust cone into ì 

number of equal areas and to determine the velocities 

at the center of each of these areas. The averL:ge ve- 

locity of the exhaust gas is then equal to the arithe- 

matie mean value of these velocities. This will be 

described in more detail in later chapters. 

The air-fuel ratio for the gas turbine engine is 

quite high, usually from 60:1 to 100:1. As a result, 

it is a common practice to consider that the exhaust 

gas from the jet engine is just pure air; therefore 

the gas velocity of the jet engine may be estimated 

quickly by means of the Gas Tab] ( 16 ). 

Calculation of the static thrust of a turbojet engine 

from the data o± its jet velocity. 

W4- 

Static thrust= V. 
g 3a 

C 1'A.V. C j ja 

g ja 



Then, static thrust 

2 

144P5Aj ja 

RTg 
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Here;- -- average exhaust gas density at the exit 

section of engine exhaust cone, in 

pounds per cubic foot. 

exhaust cone contraction coefficient. 

For the well rounded nozzle, this 

coefficient is nearly equal to unity 

(31, p. 104-106 and 28, p.148). 

A.-- cross sectional area of the exhaust cone 

exit, in square feet. 

Por this particular jet engine, the in- 

side diameter oÍ' the exit section of 

the engine exhaust cone is 14* inches. 

g -- gravity acceleration, in feet per se- 

cond per second. In this investigation, 

32.2 feet per second per second was 

used. 

R -- average gas constant of the exhaust 

gas at the exit section of engine 

exhaust cone, in foot-pound per pound 

of gas per degree Rankine. 

PS-- static pressure of exhaust gas at the 



exit section of the engine exhaust 

cone. As we indicated before, this 

pressure is equal to the atmosphic 

pressure for this articular unit. 

The average atmospheric pressure at 

tI testing perixI was 29.94 inches 

of mercury, or 14.71 pela. 

Vja_ average jet velocity of the exhaust gas 

at the exit section of the engine 

exhaust cone, in feet per second. 

Tsa average static temperature o the 

exhaust gas at the exit section of 

the engine exhaust cone, in degreTs 

Rankine. 
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ENGINE DESCEIPTION 

The I-16-4 turbojet engine based upon the Whittle 

patents was developed and manufactured hy the General 

Electric Company, and had roduced a remarkable record 

in the development of -the jet aircraft power plants. 

Some of this type of engine were used in conjunction 

with an independent reciprocating radial engine to form. 

the compound. power plant of the United States Navy 

Ryan Fireball fighter (10, p.54-55). Under standard 

air conditions (59 degrees Fahrenheit and 29.92 inches 

of mercury), it has a sttic thrust rating of 1,650 

pounds when the rotor speed is 16,500 rpm. Its weight 

is about 831 pounds, and its specific weight is then 

approximately 0.52 pound per pound of the static thrust. 

The mechanics.l construction of the I-16-4 tyîe 

turbojet engine may be divided into several main units 

which can be joined together to make the complete 

assembly; they are: 

1. Accessories unit. 

2. Compressor unit. 

3. Combustion chamber unit. 

4. Gas turbine unit. 

5. Exhaust cone anit. 

The accessories unit is the foremost part of this 
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turbojet engine. It consists of two major groups; 

a. Geared accessories group--such as the starter, 

the starting fuel pump, the main fuel pump, the governor, 

the lubrication and scavenging pump, and the tachometer 

generator. Ail ' these are driven by the engine rotor 

through the reducing gear system loceted ahead of the 

compressor unit. 

b. Non-geared accesorìes group--such as fuel 

filter, lubricating oil filter, lubricating oil dis- 

tribution and relief vive, fuel conirol device, ba- 

rometric fuel control, fuel oressure and the lubricating 

oil oressure transmitters, etc. 

The comesor unit consists or the air inlet 

screen, a single stage double inlet centrifugal com- 

pressor and its diffuser assembly. 

The combuetion chamber unit consists of ten re- 

verse-flow tye burners, each furnished with a coaxial 

and concentric inner flame tube. Air flowing between 

the inner and the outer tubes acts as the cooling 

medium for this unit. 

The turbine unit consists of the nozzle rîn and 

a single stage axial flow gas turbine. The turbine 

wheel is connected to the compressor rotor by means of 

a composite shaft; this shaft is supported by two 
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ierrins, one located ahed of the turtine wheel and 

the other Is ahead of the compressor rotor. 

Exhaust cone consists of a central and a outer 

cone. Four streamlined struts are used to support the 

centra]. cone between them and to straighten out the 

turbine exhaust gas flow to an axial direction. 

The schematic diagram of the fuel system of the 

I-11-4 type turbojet engine is shoin in Figure 1. The 

fuel supplied by the booster pump outside of the engine 

flows through the fuel filter. The fuel pump, then, 

increases the pressure and pushes the fuel through the 

overnor, the barometric control, the control vlve, 

the fuel pressure relief valve, the inlet mani±old and 

to the nozzles of the combustion chambers. The fuel is 

then injected into the burners. When the engine iì 

running, any excess fuel is sent back to the fuel pump 

through the pressure relief v°lve. when the engine stois, 

the fuel left in the relief valve nd the burners drains 

out of the engine together. 

A pressure gage is used to measure the Lressure 

of the fuel after passing the throttle control. 

In this project, no booster pump was used. The 

author used an hand rump to force the fuel from the 

fuel drum into the fuel service tank which was put on 

a weigh scale platform in order to measure the fuel 

flow rate. The fuel then was drawn through the filter 
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from the service tank to the engine fuel pump. 

Two engine fuel pumps are used. One is the main 

fuel pump driven by the engine rotor through low retio 

reducing gears. The other is the starting fuel pump 

driven together with the starter by the engine rotor 

through high ratio reducing gears and is àisconnected. 

from the engine rotor by means of a clutch device after 

the engine starts and to run iteif beyond a tredeter- 

mined speed. A ball type check-and-relief valve Is used 

to control their operation. 

The function of these two separate fuel pumps are 

described briefly in the following;- 

1. Starting period 

In thi: period, the engine is being accelerated 

by the electric starter and is running at a relative 

low speed; the discharge fuel pressure of the main fuel 

pump is then too low to roduce good combustion. The 

fuel discharge pressure of the starting fuel pump, 

which is running at relative higher speed, is higher 

than that of the main fuel pump. Then the ball "a" 

of the check-and-relief valve ( Fig. 2 ) is pushed 

to the left and blocks the main fuel pump dichrge 

route and the ball "b" i pushed downward. Then the 

fuel is drawn from the suction end of the main fuel 
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pump by the starting fuel pump and is pushed through 

the check-and-relief valve to the rest o: the system. 

2. Normal running period 

After the engine starts to run itself, its sped 

increases and when the speed exceeds a predete:irid 

vlue, the fuel discharge pressure of the main fuel 

pump i3 then high enough to push the b2ll 'ea" to the 

right and the fuel is therefore delivered directly 
iy 

the main fuel pump to the rert of the system. The 

ball "b" is moved away from its seat, the fue]. in ihe 

starting fuel pump line i then re-circulated and cn 

not be delivered out. After the starting fuel pump 

stops to run, then the residue fuel in this line drains 

out through the check-and-relief valve to the suction 

end of the main fuel pumt. 

The governa' is a centrifugal flyball type; its 

function is to keep the engine speed within a certain 

range and prevent overspeeding. 

The barometric control is used to change the fuel 

flow rate automaticalIy as the altitude or as the baro- 

metric pressure changes. For example, as the altitude 

increases, the air density decreases; then the ir 

mass flow rate will decrease for the same rotor speed 

and the same aircraft forward speed. In this case, a 
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be11ow device o± the barometric control begins to 

expand because the ambient pressure decreases until the 

preísure inside the bellows is balanced by the anibient 

pressure. The fuel control needle v1ve whose actuating 

rod is connected to the beliows,then,closes the fuel 

flow line to some suitable extent and decreases the 

fuel flow rate corresponding to the decreased air 

inlet rate. This delicate effect can control the air- 

fuel ratio within the required limit set by the throttle 

control. 

The throttle valve is used o control the fuel 

flow rate or the engine speed manually. 

The lubricating system of the I-16-4 type turbojet 

engine is shown schematically in .1igure 3. The lubri- 

eating oil reservoir is in the nose of the accessories 

casing. The lubricating oil pump consists of two major 

sections, a pressure supply section and a scavenging 

section.. The pressure section of the oil pump draws 

oil from the reservoir and delivers the oil through 

oil filter and then to the relief and distribution 

valve. ihere are four lines leading out from this 

valve;- 

1. Oil is delivered by means of an external hose 

to the rer bearing located ahead of the turbine wheel. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the lubrication 

SyBtem 



This oil drains down to a surnp and flows through 

enother external hose to the scevenging section of the 

lubricating oil pump and is delivered back to the re- 

servoir. 

2. Oil is directed to the front bearing and the 

accessory driver gear casing. Then it drains down 

directly to a suinp from which it is drawn by the sca- 

venging section of the lubricating pump and is pushed 

back into the oil reservoir. 

3. Oil is suplied to the oil pressure gage. 

4. Return line--leads the surplus lubricating 

oil back to the reservoir. 

In order to improve the lubricating effect, esch 

bearing is also sutplied with air which is bled from 

the compressor discharge casing end forced through 

an air filter to make it clean enough to mix and ato- 

mize the lubricating oil. The function of this atomi- 

zation is similar to that of spray lubricetion. 

The original electrical system of this jet engine 

was very complicated. It consists of power generation, 

starting, ignition, weepon and instrument indicating 

system. 11owever, the arrangement of the electrical 

system for this thesis project was simplified as indi- 

cated below;- 
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1. The outside electric power from an electric 

welder was used for stìrting purroe. 

2. Mechanical type instruments were used to re- 

place some o.f the electrical types. 

Consequently, only starting nd ignition systems 

were revamped. 

The starting system consists of the strter, 

welding mchine, the required cable and switches. The 

starter is a direct current motor; its required inut 

is 24 volts and 200 amperes. This ras the re son for 

using the welding machine as a source of diroct current 

and to change the input voltage to the oredetermined 

value at the starter. 

The ignition system consists of two ignition 

transformers, two spark plugs, the required cable ind 

a switch. The snark Dlugs located on the No. 5 and 

No. 7 combustion chambers s located when facing to 

the exit section of the engine exliust cone counting 

from the toa clockwise. 
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Pie. 4 Front view of the engine. 
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Fig. 5 Side view of the engine. 



Pig. 6 Rear v±er o the engine. 
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APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT 

Static thru8t measurement 

In this project, three representative instruments 

were used to get the data simultaneously,they were: 

(a) hydraulic piston, (b) loadometer and (e) irn'act 

tubes. 

Hydraulic piston 

The cylinder of the hydraulic piston device 

WaS mounted on the engine carriage and its piston rod 

was fastened on the movable engine suport fra . e .s 

shown in Figure 7. A tubing tee was screwed into the 

cylinder outlet; one of its branches connected to a 

vent valve to let the air out o± the system, the other 

branch was connected to the pressure gage by copper 

tubing. A simple screw-plunger type adjuster was first 

used te adjust the volume of the fluid in the system. 

In order to increase the volume adjusting capacity 

and to decrease the possibility of fluid leakage, 

dead-weight gage tester was then selected to take the 

place of the simple screw-plunger to adjust the volume 

of the hydraulic system. The ressure gage originally 

used was of 300-psig capacity, but this was replaced 
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Pig. 7 Location of hydraulic piston device. 



by one of 200-psig capacity in order to 

sensitivity. 

The fluid used in this system was 

Super No.60 brake fluid which meets the 

brake fluid specification 70R3. 

A wire roe and. a steel pole whic 

increase the 

the Puritn 

SAE henvy duty 

Ei was o st into 
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a concretefoundation were used to revent the enine 

carriage from moving, as shown in Pigure 9a. when the 

engine was running, the induced thrust force caused the 

engine frame and the hydraulic piston to tend to move 

forward, thus compressing the fluid in the system and 

transferring the thrust pressure to the pressure gage. 

Before the hydraulic piston device was mounted on 

the engine assembly, it was cslibrated in an accui'ite 

Baldwin-Southwark hydraulic testing machine, as shown 

in Figure 8. In thi; picture,the volume adjusting device 

and the presure gage were the first ones used;these 

were later changed and another similar calibration 

was made. 

The calibration curve showing the relation between 

the force on the piston n.nd the presnure indication of 

the pressure gage was f ound;this curve is shown in 

Appendix B. 
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Pig. 8 Calibration of the hydraulic piston 

device. 
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Pig. 9a Location o 1odorneter. 



1J 

Loadometer 

The loadometer was located between the engine 

carriage and the stationary steel pole cast in a con- 

crete foundation. The wire cable and steel bar were 

used to connect them. The arrangenent is shown in Figure 

9a. A calibration of the loadometer on the Baldwin- 

Southwark hydraulic testing machine was also made, as 

shown in Figure 9b and Appendix B. 

Impact tubes 

For the first rreliminary rims,four im act 

tubes were used. They were inserted in the exhaust 

cone through holes in a steel ring which was mounted 

on the engine exhaust cone. The centers o± the inlets 

of these impact tubes were all on a circumference where 

it was thought the average velocity existed. The lo- 

cation of the stations giving the average velocity 

of the gas was determined by means of a velocity profile, 

which was produced by a long impact tube traveling across 

the exit section of the exhaust cone when the engine 

was running. 

Figure lO shows that the four imoact tubes nd 

the four thermocouples were on the saine ring. This 
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Fig. 9b Ca1ibrtion ' the 1odometer. 
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ring was mounted on the exhaust cone of the engine. 

With the possibility in mind that the location 

of the impact tube giving the average velocity 0± the 

exhaust gas may not be in the exact sane position for 

each run, the author then made an imj'ovement for the 

arrangement of the impact tubes. 

The exit section of the engin exhaust cone was 

divided into three equal concentric areas, and the 

four velocities at the center of each of these area 

were determined. The average velocity of the exhaust 

{as at thie exit section is then the aver?ge of the 

twelve individual velocities. Each group consisted o± 

four impact tubes located 90 degree aY: :.rt and mounted 

in a steel ring. The tips of the imact tubes of the 

same group were all on the same circle which was the 

focus of the center of area metioned above. Figure 11 

shows their locations. 

An additional impact tube was so arranged to 

measure the exhaust gas velocity at the center of the 

exit section of the engine exhaust cone. This was 

necessary to plot the velocity 'of Ile, as the center 

velocity was much lower than the others. 

AU the impact tubes were made from the stainleso 

steel tubing of an outside diameter of one-eighth inch. 
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Fig. 10 Original arrangement oÍ impact tubea, 
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Fi:. 11 Locations of the 1 inpact tubos. 
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The steel ring on which the thirteen impact tubes 

were mounted ws designed so that it could Le rotated 

by means of' a wood handle and could be locked at any 

15-degree increment. The velocity profile in any plane 

across the exhaust cone could be easily checked. 

The movable impact tube ring was mounted on the 

thermocouple ring which was the original impact tube 

ring mounted on the exhaust cone of the engine. 

A mercury multinianometer w3.s used to indicate 

the impact pressure; rubber tubing was used to connect 

them. 

Figure 12a shows the arrangement of these thirteen 

impact tubes. 

Figure 12b shows the impact tubes, thermocoules 

and the multimanometer. 

Engine rotor speed measurement 

The engine rotor speed is of prime importance, 

DC ii; affects bearing temperature, exhaust gas tempera- 

turc and the stresses induced in the engine parts. Its 

precise measurement is of considerable iportarice esPe- 

daily for a gas turbine power plant because the ceri- 

trifugal force in the turbine wheel operating under high 

temperature and speed conditions can be disastrous. 



Fig. 12a Improvement of the impact tubes 

arrangement. 
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Fig. 12b Equipment of impact tube method. 
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A tachometer,or engine speed indicator is the 

most popular instrument to measure the speed of the 

en,ine rotating shaft. A tachometer must not be con- 

fused with a revolution counter, which is an instrument 

used in conjunction with a watch for counting up the 

number of revolution in a certain time for any shaft 

to which it is connected (4, p.17). 

There are two main groups of engine tachometers;- 

1. Mechanical group 

The tachometers of this group are driven directly 

by the engine shaft to which it is connected by a flex- 

ible shaft. Severa], types of the indicatin, mechanisms 

have been used, such as the centrifugal tyre, the 

chronometric type, hydraulic or pneumatic ty:e and. 

vibrating reed type or sometimes called the Frahm's 

tachometer(26, p.95-112). 

2. Electrical group 

a. Direct current type--this type consists of 

a direct current generator driven by the 

a direct current voltmeter and the requi 

relation between the induced voltage and 

speed is a linear function;theref ore the 

reading is directly related. to the speed 

(6, p.228 and 4, p.71). 

engine shaft, 

red leads. The 

the engine 

voitme ter 

o± the engine 



b. Alternating current type--several different 

designs have been developed;- 

i. This design consists of an alternating 

current generator driven by the engine shaft, a tr;ns- 

former-rectifier, a direct current voltmeter and the 

required leads. The transformer and the rectifier are 

built into the case of the direct current voltmeter. 

The transformer i so designed to saturate the dtern: ting 

current generator voltage output at low rpm. Then, the 

voltage in the secondary coil is directly dependent on 

the frequency of the primary coil. Thi. alternting vol- 

tage is then rectified to direct current through the 

rectifier unit ( 13, p. 130 ). 

ii. This design consists of an alternating 

generator driven by the engine shaft, a direct current 

voltmeter and a built-in rectifier and the required 

leads ( 27, p. 48 ). This rectifier is just copper 

oxide disc approximately the size of the end of a 

pencil ( 30 p. 128 ). 

iii. Alternating current magnetic drag type 

- this consists of an alternating generator driven by 
the engine shaft, indicator and the required leads. 

The indicator ( 8, p. 347-348 ) contains a synchronous 

motor, which receives its power and speed-controlling 
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frequency from the alternating current generator by 

means of wire leads and a magnetic drag-disc type indi- 

cating mechanism. Both the generator and the 3ychronous 

motor hare three phase connections. The outlet terminals 

of the tachometer generator may be three or two ( 2, 

p. III-2-a-8 ; in the latter case, one of the terminals 

has been grounded to the engine body and does not come 

out. 

e. Prequency meter--such as BTH Maxwell speed 

indicator ( 2J, p. 473-474). Its construction consists 

of' an alternator, Wheatetone bridge circuit, an electric 

magnetic relay and a condenser. 

As far as the I-16-4 turbojet engine is concerned, 

the alternating current magnetic drag type tachometer 

system was used. The tachometer generator rounted iii 

the engine accessory casing is driven by the rotor shaft 

through the reducing gear; the proper indicator to 

match this tachometer generator was not attached to 

this engine and could not be found or obtained. 

First of all, an alternating current voltmeter was 

used to try to measure the rotor speed after the direct 

calibration of the tachometer generator together with 

the voltmeter. 

At last, a magnetic drag-disc typo indicator 
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was found. Because this indicator was not the same design 

of the original working partner of the engine tachometer 

generator, the relation betien the engine rotor speed 

and the indicator reading was determined. This is des- 

cribed below;- 

At low engine rotor speed or when the engine 

was being accelerated by the starter, the relation 

between the rotor spe:d and the reading of the indi- 

cator was found by means of the stroboscope. This was 

accomplished by measuring the turbine wheel rotatinr; 

speed through the engine exhaust cone with one tur- 

bine blade painted white. 

At high engine rotor spe: d or when the engine 

was running with fuel, thin stroboscopic technique 

was impossible because o± the high temperature ex- 

haust gs; therefore an indirect calibration proce- 

dure was developed. 

First, the rpm ratio of the engine rotor to the 

tachometer generator shaft was found by direct counting. 

This ratio is 5.18. 

Then, the tachometer generator ws taken off 

the engine assembly an( connected to a motor by the 

flexible shaft. The speed of the motor can be adjusted 

and measured. The indicator was then connected to the 
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tachoneter generator 'by the same leads used when lt 

was mounted on the eûgine assembly. The ratio of the 

tachometer generator shf t to the reding of indicator 

was -found. 

Consequently, the reition btween the engine 

rotor rpm and the indicator reading is known. This 

v.1ue is 5.09, this is the product of the two ratios 

mentioned above. 

There are oray two terminal leads for the tacho- 

meter generator but three trminals for the indicator; 

nsrnely A, B and '-J. 

The C terminal of the indicator was connected to 

the engine body or ground by a suitable wire ; thc 

tchometer generator terminal leads can then 1oe con- 

nocted to the A and B terminals of the indicator. If 

the rotation of the indicator pointer is reversed, 

changing the connections at A arid B will correct the 

rotation. 

xhaust gas temperature measurement 

Four chroinel-alumel thermocoupi es were used. The 

mid-point of the part of the thermocouple wires which 

were stuck into the exhaust cone were located. on the 

same circle occupied by the pickup points of the 
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shortest impact tubes. The thermocouple wire would 

tend to stop the gas flow to a slight extent; therefore 

the indicated temperature would be greater than the 

static temperature at the thermocouple location nd 

approach the total or stagnation temperatre the 

limit ( 18, p. 423 ). If the gas f 1o'is across the un- 

shielded tnermocouplo wire transversely, tnen 

T1 O.4Tit10+ O.6Tt 

Therefore Ttt. Tind -O.6T1 )/o.4 

ee p, 15 for further description. 

Puel flow rate measurement 

A weigh scale and a stop watch was used. The fuel 

service tank was put on the platform of the weigh 

scale. 

The following is a list of other instruments 

used in testing the static perforrnence of the turbo- 

jet engine: 

Air inlet tenperature measurement--a copper-cons- 

tantan thermocouple was used. See ADpendix B for its 

calibration curve. 
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Compressor discharge pressure measureint--a 

30-psig Bourdon type pressure gage was used. 

Measurement of air temperature at compressor 

discharge--a 400 degree Fahrenheit rercury thermometer 

was used. 

Fuel pressure measurement-- a 200 psig pressure 

gage was used. See Figure 1 for its location. 

Lubricating oil pressure measurement-- a 30-psig 

pressure gage was used. See Figure 3 for its location. 

.ear becring temperature measurement--iron-cons- 

tantan thermocouples and indicrtor were set up to 

measure thin temperature. Its maximum allowable limit 

is 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
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IE3UIJTS 

In this investigation, nine formal runs at normal 

speeds from 8,100 to 14,200 rpm were made on this tur- 

bojet engine. No. i through No. 4 were the preliminary 

runs with the original four impact tubes to measure 

the jet velocity. No. 5 through No. 9 were the improved 

ones with the thirteen impact tubes. In this chapter, 

only the latter five runs are considered. 

Two readings were taken at each speed in order to 

obtain check data and the average results might be 

obtained. Each run took about 15 minutes after equi- 

librium or steady condition had been reached. 

Tables 1 through 3 include the experimental data. 

Table 4 shows the calculated results using the impact 

tube method. smple calculations are in Appendix A. 

In Table la, the tachometer indicator redings 

are as taken directly from the indicator; the engine 

speed in rpm are calculated using the factor of 5.09 

times the corresponding tachometer indicator readings. 

The fuel consumtion in seconds per two pounds was mea- 

sured by the weigh scale and stop watch. The fuel 

consumption in pounds per hour was the average value 

and calculated by the preceding data. The contressor 

discharge pressure was taken directly from the coni- 
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pressor discharge pressure gage. Compressor outlet 

temperature was obtained directly by the corresponding 

thermometer. 

In Table lb, hydraulic cylinder pressure gage 

reading was taken directly from the pressure gage 

connected to the hydraulic cylinder. The thrust data 

by the hydraulic cylinder method was taken from its 

corresponding calibration curve in Appendix B. The 

first loadometer readings are the data as collected 

from the loadometer; the corrected loadometer readings 

are the true values after applying the correction from 

the loadometer calibration curve in Appendix B. 

In Table 2, the indicated temperature in milli- 

volts was taken directly from the milhivoltrieter; the 

value in degrees Fahrenheit was taken from the thermo- 

couple calibration curve in Appendix B. 

Tables 3a and 3b are shown the impact tube readings 

represented by the heights of their corresponding 

mercury columns. The impact pressure is the difference 

between these readings and the reference value; see 

Appendix A for further description. 

Table 4 are the calculated results except the 

engine speed; see sample calculations in Appendix A. 

Figure 14 shows the engine exhaust flame during 
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starting. When the engine was rtmning at steady condition, 

no exhaust flame could be seen. 

Figure 15 shows some iri3truments such as the 

hydraulic cylinder pressure gage, dead-weight tester 

which served as the volume adjuster of the hydru1ic 

cylinder system, the bearïng temperature indicatore, 

the engine speed indicator, fuel pressure gaTe, throttle 

control, starter s'itch, fuel service tank ai the weigh 

sc'le. One hose on the left in the service tank is the 

fuel inlet line from the main fuel tank, the other 

hose on the right is the fuel suction line to the engine, 

the small aluminum tubing is the fuel return line. 

Figure 16 shows some other instruments such s 

the mu,ltimanometer, ignition switch, thermocouple 

switch, millivoitnieter and the thermos bottle serving 

as the cold junction of the thermocouvles. 

Figure 17 shows the compressor discharge pressure 

gage and compressor discharge air thermometer. 

Figure 18 shows the relation between the engine 

speed an the engine sttic thrust force derived by 

menns of the three different methods; see the following 

chapter for further discussion. 

The impact tube method results should be closer 

to the actual thrust force because there is no friction 
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loss in this system ( ser ne:t chapter ). The author, then, 

extended the static thrust curve derived by means of this 

method in order to obtain the information o± the static 

thrust force at low engine speed. 

Figures 19a and 19b show some important charac- 

teristics of this turbojet engine 3uch as the relations 

between the engine speed and the fuel pressure, exhast 

gas temperature, air-fuel ratio, compressor outlet 

pressure, total fuel consumption and the specific fuel 

consumption. 

The fuel used was kerosene, its lower heating value 

is 18,500 Btu per pound. 

Figure 20 shows the layout of the engine exhaust 

cone and the schematic arrangement of the thermocouple 

ring and the impact tube ring. 

Figures 21a and 21b show the horizontal and 

vertical velocity profiles of the exhaust gas at the 

exit section of the engine exhaust cone. 



TABLE la 

DATA SHEET FOR TURBOJET ENGINE TESTS 

July 7, 1959 

Run 5 5 7 7 6 6 8 8 9 9 

Reading a b a b a b a b a b 

Tachometer indicator 1590 1590 1930 1930 2320 2320 2520 2520 2790 2790 

reading rpm 

Engine speed rpm 8100 8100 9800 9800 11800 11800 12800 12800 14200 14200 

Fuel consumption 13.2 13.4 11.4 11.4 9.5 9.7 8.7 8.6 7.6 7.5 
see/2 lb 

Fuel eonsuu ptìoxi 540 630 750 832 954 
average lb/ku' 

Fuel pressure puig 63 63 78 78 99 99 113 113 138 138 

Compressor out]wt 4.8 4.8 7.3 7.3 11.2 11.2 14.6 14.6 19.2 19.0 
pressure psig 

Compressor outlet 135 138 168 175 215 215 240 240 272 270 

te]nperature P 



Run 

Reading 

Hydraulic cylinder 
press. nge reading 
psig 

Thrust nasured by 
hydraulic cyl. avg. 
lb 

Loadorneter reading 
lb 

Corr. loadoeter 
reading avg. lb 

TABLE lb 

DATA SHET POR TURBOJET Ei'TGINE TESTS 

July 7, 1959 

5 5 7 7 6 6 8 8 9 9 

a b a b a b a b a b 

12 12 19.5 19.5 33 32 42 44 63 61 

60 130 240 320 484 

190 170 249 247 370 370 460 460 630 630 

150 218 340 430 600 



TABEE 2 

EXHAUST GAS TEMPE.ATURJS 

Run Reading THERNOCOUPLE LOCATION 
AND THEIR ADINGS(NV) 

9 10 3.1 12 
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AVG. OF EACH 
RUN 

MV Deg.F 

5 a 19.1 18.5 18.4 17.0 
18.3 880 

5 b 19.2 18.5 18.5 17.0 

7 a 18.6 18.2 18.1 17.5 
18.1 870 

7 b 18.4 18.2 18.0 17.7 

6 a 18.5 18.1 17.9 17.5 
18.0 865 

6 b 18.6 18.0 18.0 17.5 

8 a 18.2 17.8 17.9 17.7 
17.9 864 

8 b 18.3 17.9 17.9 17.7 

g a 18.7 17.9 17.9 17.8 
18.1 870 

g b 18.6 17.9 17.9 17.8 

The following diagram shows the location of the 

thermocouples for measuring the exhaust jet temperature, 

looking upstream. 
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TABLE 3a 

INPACT TUBE RíADINGS 
( in inches of mercury ) 

Atmospheric pre;sure 29.94 in. Hg. 

July 7, 1959 

5 5 7 7 

a b a b 

18.0 18.0 18.2 18.2 

16.4 16.6 16.2 16.1 
16.6 16.6 16.1 16.2 
16.6 16.5 16.1 16.1 
16.6 16.8 16.1 16.6 

17.0 16.7 16.8 16.8 
17.0 16.9 16.9 16.8 
17.0 17.0 16.8 16.8 
17.1 17.3 17.1 16.8 

16.5 16.5 16.5 16.6 
16.8 16.8 16.6 16.6 
16.8 16.8 16.4 16.6 
17.0 16.9 16.6 16.8 

6 6 

a b 

18.9 18.8 

16.0 16.1 
16.0 16.0 
16.0 16.0 
16.2 16.0 

16.5 16.5 
16.5 16.6 
16.5 16.5 
17.1 17.0 

16.3 16.3 
16.2 16.3 
16.3 16.5 
16.4 16.4 

18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 1SAO 15.0 

The top of the reference tube opens to the atmosphere. 

Impact pressure is the difference between reading and 

reference column; please see Appendix A. 
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TAIJ 3b 

IKPACT TUBE READING-S 

( in inches of mercury ) 

Atniospheric pressure: 29.94 in. Hg. 

July 7, 1959 

Run 8 8 9 9 

Reading a b a b 

Ref.. tube 18.9 18.9 19.7 19.6 

1) H 
d O 

' 
.1 

* * 14.4 14.6 
2 14.6 15.1 14.3 14.4 

o 3 15.1 15.]. 14.4 14.4 
4 15.0 15.2 14.8 14.7 

r1 
o r W 
o 5 15.7 15.7 15.4 15.4 
. 6 15.7 15.6 15.4 15.3 

-7 
, 15.6 15.7 15.4 15.4 
8 16.0 16.0 15.8 15.7 WO. 

00 Q 15.9 15.9 16.1 15.8 
° 10 15.8 15.9 15.8 15.7 

q w 11 16.0 16.0 15.8 15.8 
12 15.9 15.9 15.8 16.1 

a) ow 
15.2 15.2 15.4 15.4 

o r1 

* Rubber tubing burned off. 



TAE 4 
RESULTS OF flACT TUBE DATA 

TEST RUN 

5 7 6 8 9 

Eine speed 8100 9800 11800 12800 14200 
rpm 

op 
0±' exhgas 0.266 0.265 0.264 0.264 0.265 

Btu/lb. R 

R oa exh.as 53.o 53.6 53.o 53.6 53,6 

ft-lb/lb. °R 
Gaa velocity, fps 

1 488 564 652 * 864 
2 461 64 655 77 875 

3 461 564 652 745 87 

4 42 46 640 737 831 
. 

+3 

r1 
422 480 570 687 774 

Q H 6 400 480 570 687 774 
7 400 480 570 687 774 

' 

8 334 432 514 644 755 

9 466 496 623 660 740 
10 442 496 623 660 735 
11 442 515 605 646 755 
12 390 487 590 660 725 

Avg.gas vel. 431 510 610 689 790 

Center vel. ** 164 273 380 464 
fps 

Calc,thruet 190 269 389 495 650 
lb 

Sp.fuel con- 2.84 2.34 1.93 1.71 1.47 
sum,ption 
lb/hr/lb thrust 

Calc.air-fue]. 93.4 96.3 98.0 98.6 98.5 
ratio 
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* Rubber tubing burned off. 

** Close to zero, please see Appendix A. 



Fig. 14 Exhaust flame durin strting. 
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Pig. 15 Instrwaent9 I. 



Fig. 16 Instrumenta II. 



Fie. 17 In$trumenls III. 
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DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Figure 22 is a schematic diagram showing the 

arrangement and the relative locations of the hydraulic 

cylinder and the loadometer. The loadometer is loc:ted 

between the engine carriage and the steel anchor pole. 

Wire cable and the steel bar are used to connect them. 

The hydraulic cylinder block is mounted on the engine 

carriage and its piston rod is fixed on the engine 

frame. Four double-pin links are used to support the 

engine below the engine carriage. 

It is apparent that the loadometer reading should 

be the difference between the actual thrust force of 

the engine and the rolling friction between the four 

cast iron wheels and the concrete floor. The hydraulic 

cylinder pressure gage indication is the difference 

between the actual thrust force and the sum of two 

friction foces; the friction between the piston and 

cylinder, and the friction between engine frame 

supporting links and their bearïngs. 

The impact tube method results should be closer to 

the actual thrust force because there is no friction 

los: in this system. 

The probable reading error of the hydraulic cylinder 

pressure gage is±2 psi or the indicated thrust error 
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of this method in this particulìr oject may be ± 10 

pounds. 

The probable reading error of the loadometer is 

about ± 5 pounds. 
The probable maximum error of the thermocouple 

millivoltineter reading is about ± 0.2 mv; or the 

temperature indication er::or may be ± 10 degrees 

Fahrenhjt rnaxjnuni. The riroba'ole maximum manometer 

error is about± 0.05 inch mrcury. Plie probable 

maximum error of the fuel flow rate measurement is 

about± 0.001 pound por second. Therefore, the maximum 

error for the exhaust jet velocity uj vary ffom-FO.5% 

to -1% in the calculated result. Consequently, the 

maximum error of the thru8t indication by means of 

the impact tube method could be from H- 0.2% to -1% 

of the calculated result. 

As we have pointed out that there is no friction 

loss in the impact tube system, and the friction loss 

in the hydraulic system is the greatest; therefore 

the thrust indication by the impact tube method is 

considered to be the one closest to the actual thrust 

force produced by thc turbojet engine. The loadometer 

indication i the next and the hydraulic indication is 

the least accurate method in this project. 
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The experimental and analytical results obtained 

In thIs thesis project lead to the following conclu- 

slons: 

The maximum probable error of the thrust indica- 

tion by means of the imuact tube method could vary 

from -I-- 0.2% to -1% of the calculated result or this 

particular unit. Therefore thiL method is quite de- 

pendable for this jet engine or other low static 

thrust measurements; however when the static thrust 

produeed increascs,the accuracy of' this method will de- 

crease. Moreover, it is apparent that br a high thrust 

jet engine,the ìaxirnum probable error of thrust indi- 

cation will also increase;consequently its accuracy 

will decrease to a certain point that this method can 

not be used. 

As far as the simple mechanical system (such as 

the loadometer or linkage system method) is concerned, 

the indication of the thrust force is more dependable 

for a high thrust jet engine. This is because o± its 

constant friction loss and the reading error is smaller 

than that of the impact tube method because only one 

indicating device is used. By the way,there is no 

calculation error for this method such as that found 

in the impact tube method. 
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The hydraulic piston method i not so satisfsctory. 

Its response i slow, and if some air has leaked into 

this system, the results will not be accurate and 

uniform. Moreover, since th1 is a closed system, a 

change in temperature changes the hydraulic fluid 

pressure, roducing an another error in thrust reading. 

This error can not be decreased to zero although sorne 

automatic conpensating devices are available. Conse- 

quently, its dependability as a thrust indication is 

doubtful unless careful calibration for every condI- 

tion has been made, 

Therefore, it is recommended to use the mechanical 

system method to measure the thrust of the hiEh power 

jet engine in the manufacturing or overhaul factory 

where the frictionless mounting bed can be set up as 

the permanent equipment. In the location where thi 

ideal frictionless mounting bed can not be obtained 

or for the low power jet engine such as the I-16-4, 

the im:act tube method is recommended. 

One of the most obvious factors that affects the 

thrust force of a turbojet engine i its rotor speed. 

It is well-known tha t the effect of rotor speed on the 

thrust for the gas turbine engine is quite different 
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from the thrust characteristics of the conventional 

piston engine. An examination of Figure 18 will show 

that a low speed range, there is very little increase 

in thrust with iicrease in rpm. However, at the higher 

rotor speed rangc, a little increase in the speed will 

cause a tremendous increase in the thrust force. It is 

also understood in ligure 19b that he specific fuel 

consumption of the turbojet enine is decreased when 

the engine speed is increased. This is the reason that 

the thermal efficiency of the turbojet enr,ine is higher 

at high engine speed. 

The air-fuel ratio increases with the engine speed 

until a certain limit; then it begins to decrease. This 

is because the fuel flow rate increases more rapidly 

than the air flow rate at high engine speed. 

Iost of the inlet air is used to act as the cooling 

medium in the combustion chambers in order to keep the 

exhaust gas temperature low enough to match the charac- 

teritics of the construction materials. As the air-fuel 

ratio increases,the exhaust gas ernperature drops and 

vice versa. This correlation can be shown in Figure 19. 

It is shown in Figure 20 that the engine exhaust 

cone assembly is located directly behind the turbine 

wheel, and its main function is to collect the exhaust 
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gases from the turbine wheel and expel them in the 

correct direction. The location of the turbine blades 

is on the outside circumference of the exhaust cone 

assembly. In the center of this assembly, there is a 

central cone, its bottom covers the whole turbine 

disc.. The distance between the apex of the centaJ. 

cone and the exit section of the exhaust cone assembly 

is only about one foot. Therefore the velocity at the 

outside circumference of the exhaust cone should be 

higher than that at the center, and the velocity at 

the center downstream from the exhaust cone will be 

a minimum. As the engine speed increases, the exhaust 

gas velocity generally will also increase. This can 

be shown in Figures 2la and 2lb. 



RECOMMENDAT IONS 
FOR 

FUTURE USE OF TIDE TURBOJET ENGThE 

For the sake of safe operation,all the control 

systems and the instruments hou1d be moved from the 

test cell to the neighboring room by extending the 

tubinE or wires. Because the length of the crnmected 

tubing and the length of wires will increase after 

moving;theref ore another calibration of all these 

instruments should be made,especially for the engine 

speed indicator. It should be kept in mind that over- 

speeding or overheating is a fatal danger to a turbo- 

jet engine. The existing operating panel near the 

safety glass window may be used as the instrument 

panel for this engine. 

The imract tube ring was designed to be rotated 

through 90 degrees. In this investigation,the velocity 

profile in the horizontal plane was similar to that o± 

the vertical plane;therefore the author did iot turn 

this ring around to intermediate positions and make 

more runs in order to save fuel. Hereafter, if there 

is any evidence showing that the velocity profiles 

are not similar for each plane, it is recoirunended to 

take advantage of this turnable ring and find out the 

velocity profiles in other planes across the exhaust 



cone at the exit section. 

It is recommended to use a water column to measure 

the velocity of exhaust gas at the center of the exhaust 

cone, especially at low rotor speed in order to increase 

the sensitivity. 

There are two spark plugs in this engine ignition 

system. One is bested in No. 5 combustion chamber, the 

other in No. 7 combustion chamber ( facing to the engine 

exhaust and counting clockwise from top ). Two ignition 

transformers should be used, one for each spark plug. 

In this investigation, the author first tried two 

115/10,000-volt oil burner ignition transformers in 

the ignition system of this engine; however the spark 

induced in the two spark plugs was too weak to produce 

good combustion for starting. The author then used 

one 110/15,000-volt transformer which was available. 

This worked satisfactorily. Because only one such 

transformer could be obtained, only one spark plug 

was responsible for the ignition; therefore the starting 

process was slow and not so smooth. The author suggests 

that another 110/15,000-volt transformer be obtained 

the complete ignition system for future operation. 

Safety precautions;- 

a Lubricating oil should be full in its reservoir 



before starting. 

b. Lubricating oil pressure gage should have 
the 

reasonable indication when starting arid running. 

c. iIaximum bearing temperature is 300 degrees 

Paìtrenheit. 

d. It is not recommended to run the engine over 

16,500 rpm. 

e. Maximum exhaust gas temperature is 1,200 degrees 

Pahrenheit. 

f. No one should be allowed to entei into the 

turbine circumferential area and the region 

about 50 feet behind the exhaust cone,when the 

engine is running. 

g. If it falls to start, do not start again 
until 

all the fuel in the burners has drained out. 

Otherwise, a hot start may occur. 

The folloTing are some important and interesting 

works for future experiment and class rojects;- 

a. Thrust measurement by means of these three 

representative methods and their correlation. 

b. Compressor efficiency. 

e. Air fuel ratio estimation. 

d. The correlation between the engine speed and 

the following;- 



Static thrust force 
Total fuel consumption 

Specific fuel consumption 

Compressor pressure ratio 

Exhaust gas temperature 

Air fuel ratio 

Fuel pressure 

etc, 

e. Velocity profile study and its relation with 

the engine speed. 

If some suitable devices can be obtained and set 

up to measure the turbine inlet and outlet pressures 

and temperatures, then some other important charac- 

teristics such as the turbine expansion ratio, turbine 

efficiency, engine thermal efficiency,etc. and their 

relation to the engine speed can also be analyzed and 

studied, 
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kPPENDIX A 



BANPLE CALCULATIONS 

As far as the static thrust force determination 

by the impact tube method is concerned, the data for 

air-fuel ratio, exhaust gas static temperature, gas 

constant of the exhaust gas at the exit section con- 

ditions and its specific heat are very important and 

necessary. 'n this investigation, only the exhaust 

gas indicated temperature and the fuel rate cn be 

determined directly by suitable instruments. No ma- 

trument could be used to determine the air-fuel ratio, 

exhaust as specific heat and its gas constant. 

The most reliable method of measuring the inlet 

air mass flow consists of completely sealing the test 

cell and rovidin a venturi tube inlet duct connected 

to the engine; the air mass flow could then be measured 

(29, p.476). In this 'roject, this method was not used, 

since there was no way oi sealing the te;:t cell. 

The air-fuel ratio of the turbojet engine i known 

to be very high, usually from 60:1 to 100:1. Noreover, 

the combustion chamber of the I-16-4 turbojet engine 

is of the reverse-flow type; the combustion rrocess 

may be considered to be complete. When the engine ran 

steadily after starting, no smoke or flame could be 

seen in the exhaust gas. This should serve as sufficient 



evidence for the above assumption. Even if the combus- 

tion was not actually complete, the other constituents 

0± the exhaust gas such as CO id H2 would be in very 

small miounts relative to those o± CO2, 02, H20, and 

N2. This will be shown in the last of this section. 

A trial-and-error method has been developed for 

determining the air-fuel ratio, the gas constant of 

the exhaust gas and its sDecific heat. This method is 

described briefly in the following; 

The Tocedure for this method is;- 

1. Calculate the local total sressure of exhaust 

gas with the manometer data from Tables 3a and 

3b. 

2. Calculate the ratio of 

3. Assume an average specific heat and gas cons- 

tant for the exhaust gas at the exit section. 

4. Determine the average total temperature of the 

exhaust gas and the average static temperature 

of the exhaust gas at each location. 

5. Use of the formula in the preceding chapter 

(Theory of jet thrust) and the data of the 

above (1) to (4) to determine the local jet 

velocity at each of the twelve impact tubes 

ste tians. 



6, Beoaw8e there were two reatings for ecAeh test 

run, finl out the uean value of the local Jet 

velocitia for osoh location. Thio iø the 

average local jet velocity, 

7. iind out the 'vragc jet vtlooity of the oxhuat 

gae at the exit section, Thin i the aeßn vtlue 

o the avore local velocit±eo iaured by 

the ipaot tubri frori o.l to No.12, 

8. Calculate thi thruot torce produced ty the 

Thrtiul in page 17. 

g, Calculate the exhauvt gi flow rate W ( in 

pounø »er aecond ) , this is equal to 

144pm Aj V 

Wa+Wf 
rt 

ea 

Here, Â croon aection area of the exit 

neetion of the engine exhauot cone, 

in equare feet. Por thie turbojet 

engine,the inaide diameter of this 

exit uection is 14* inohea. 

Pß static preenure of exhauat aa at 

the exit cection of the enjine ex 

h:ut cone. For thie artioular 

rojeot, it we eu i to the atii- 



pheric pressure, or it was equal 

to 14.71 psia when the test was 

run. 

Vja__ average exhaust jet velocity 
at 

the exit section of the engine 

exhaust cone, in feet per second. 

This is the result of (7). 

Tsa average static temperature of' thc 

exhaust gas at the exit section of 

the en':ine exhaust cone, in degrees 

ankine. 

R - average gas constant of exhaust gas 
at the exit section of the engine 

exhaust cone, in foot pound per 

pound per degree Rankine. 

Wa - air mass flow rate, in pounds per 
second. 

-- fuel mass flow rate, in pounds per 

second. 

10. The air mass flow rate then can be found by the 

difference of the exhaust gas flow rate nd the 

fuel flow rate. 

11. Calculate the air-fuel ratio. 

12. write out the chemical equation of combustion 
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assuming the combustion is complete. 

13. Calculate the sDecific heat and gas constant 

of the exhaust gas mixture. 

14. The calculated results of (13) should be equal 

to the assumed values in (3); otherwise assume 

the specific heat and gas constant of the ex- 

haust gas at the exit section and calcuL te 

with the same procedures from (3) to (13) 

again arid again until the assume values are 

equal to the calculated results,depending on 

tho degree of accuracy desired. 

The following is the sample calculation of the 

impact tube method of Test un 5. The paragraph number 

is the procedure item number. 

1. First, the totl ores:ure should be found;use 

(5b) as an example. 

Prom Table 3a, we get 

Mercury height of reference colunnl8.O inches. 

Mercury height of (5b) colunn l6.6 inches. 

From the same table,we know that the atmospheric 

pressure at the test period was 29.94 inches mercury, 

or 14.71 psia;therefore, 

p5 14.71 paia 
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Then p= 0.4912(18.0 - 16.6)---14.71= 15.40 psia 

2. 

=1.047 

3 Assume 0.276 Btu/lb 0R (ii, P. 144) 

R 53.6 ft-lb/lb 0R 

then (k-1)/k0.248 

Here another as3urnption should be made tht the 

teinpei'ature variation acro$s the exit section of the 

engine exhaust cone is smailÇ from Table 5, it is shown 

that the maximum temperature variation is only about 

and the specific heat and gas constant o the 

exhaust gas at the exit section the engine exhaust 

cone are the sanie for every position in this section. 

4. If we consider that the actions of each corn- 

bustion chamber and euch turbine blade are the same, 

and the exhaust cone is adiabatic,then the total tern- 

perature of the exhaust gas for each steady run will 

be the same for every location in the same vertical 

plane across the exhaust cone. The thermocouples are 

located on the same circle occupied by the first or 

shortest impact tubes tips, hence the temperature 

reading is the average indicated temperature oí this 



.1' 

circumference, 

md o.4T3_I- O.6Tt 

0.4 

k-1 

/Pt\ k 
. s Tt= 0.6 

L 
0.4+O.6) 

Now, from Table 2, the T 
d 

is 880 degrees Fah- 
n k-1 

renheit, or 1340 degrees Rankine. The average (p/p5) k 

in this circumference is 1.0114 (see Table 5);theref ore, 

1340 r 
T= 

1; ì.0 

= 1346.7 R 

I-t i3 understood that 

s 

0.4 

0.4-t--(0.6 x 1.0114) 

T 
t 

k-1 
(Pt k 

" 
PS I 

Then, the averae static temperature in the first 



ring impact tubes Nos. 1, 2, 3 and No.4 location is 

T5= 1346.7/1.0114 1332 R 

k-1 
The average in the circumference of 

the second ring of impact tubes Nos. 5, 6, 7 and No.8 

location is 1.0080, then the average static -temperature 

in this circumference is 

T=1346.7/1.0080 133G R 

k-1 

The average t/) k in the circumfeience of 

the third ring of impact tubes Nos. 9, 10, 11 and No.12 

location is 1.0101, then the average static temperature 

in thlr circumference is 

T =1346.7/1.0101=1333 R 

Conseouently, the average static temperature ' 

the whole exhaust gas at the exit section of the engine 

exhaust cone is the arithmetic mean value of these three, 

or it is 1333.4 R. 

5, 6, 7. The local velocity then can be derived 

by the fonnula given in page 15, and the average velocity 

of the exhaust jet at the exit section of the engine 

exhaust cone i 411 feet per second. 

Table 5 shows this c?lculation. 



TABLE 5 
SANPLE CALCULATION OP TEST 

Try average o of exhaust gas: 0.276 
average R exhaust gas: 53.6 

Impact Run t o 
tube k T3 R 

station (psia) p3) 

97 

RUN5 

btu/lb 0R 

ft-lb/lb 0R 

Local jet Local avg. 
velocity jet vel. 
fps fps 

i a 15.50 1.0128 1332 478 
464 

i b 15.40 1.0113 1332 450 

2 a 15.40 1.0113 1332 450 450 
2 b 15.40 1.0113 1332 450 

3 a 15.40 1.0113 1332 450 458 
3 b 15.45 1.0122 1332 466 

4 a 15.40 1.0113 1332 450 434 
4 b 15.30 1.0098 1332 418 

5 a 15.20 1.0080 1336 370 
5 b 15.35 1.0106 1336 434 402 

6 a 15.20 1.0080 1336 370 
6 b 15.25 1.0090 1336 400 385 

7 a 15.20 1.0080 1336 370 
370 

7 b 15.20 1.0080 1336 370 

8 a 15.15 1.0072 1336 358 
8 b 15.05 1.0055 1336 317 338 

9 a 15.45 1.0122 1333 467 
9 b 15.45 1.0122 1333 467 467 

lo a 15.30 1.0098 1333 419 
10 b 15.30 1.0098 1333 419 419 

11 a 15.30 1.0098 1333 419 
1]. b 15.30 1.0098 1333 419 419 

12 a 15.20 1.0080 1333 378 
12 b 15.25 1.0090 1333 400 389 

* 

Center a close close 1346.7 close to 
b to atm to unity zero 



* In this case, the height of the mercury coluim for 

the impact tube located at the center of the exhaust 

cone was very close to that of the open one, and their 

difference was not readable. In other words, the ve- 

locity of the exhaust gas at the cente' of the exit 

section the engine exhaust cone was quite low for 

this particular low speed run. 

8. The static thrust is calculated by the formula 

on page 17. 

2 

PsXl44XAjXTja - 
static thrust 

R x TX g 

14.71 x 144 x (14.25/12)2 4112 

53.6 x 1333.4 x 32.2 

173 lbs 

9. It is understood that 

A. x p5 x 144 x V. 
3 w=w+1= 

g a f T xR 
sa 

1(l4.25/12)2 x 14.71xl44x411 

53.6 X 1333.4 



, W 13.48 pounds per second 
g 

10. Now,frorn Table la, the fuel flow rate is 

540 pounds per hour, or 0.15 pound per second, 

s 

. W=.W 
a g 

13.48 - 0.15 

=13.33 pounds per second 

11. '. air-fuel ratio Wa/Wf89 to 1 

12. As we assumed before that the combustion is 

complete,then the chemical equation of combustion is: 

111 02+415 N2- 12002 -1-13 H20-)-92.5 02+415 N2 

0121126 is considered to be the representative 

component of the kerosene which was used to run the 

engine. 

13. Mass of combustion products 

12 x 44 = 528 lb/mole 0121126 

m110 13 x 18 = 234 
ni =- 415 x 28l1620 N2 

== 92.5x32 2960 

Total mass = 15342 ft 



Now, at the temperature of 1333.4 R, the specific 

heats of the combustion products under constant pressure 

are (17, p.1G4);- 

o of CO =12.1 
p 2 

H20= 9.1 

N2 = 

0 =8.0 

The gas constant 

Btu/lb-mole .R 

'I 

t, 

ft 

of the combustion 'oducts at 

1333.4 R aro (17, p.157);- 

R of 002= 35.11 ft-lb/lb. R 

HO= 

EEE 
Therefore, the specific heat of the exhaust gas 

mixture under constant pressure at the exit section 

of the engine exhaust cone is 

f11620 7.45\ 2960 8 \/528 12.l\ /234 9.1 

t 
X x-Hi x ¡1-f x 

\15342 28/ 15342 32 I 15342 44 J TL5342 18 

0.273 Btu/lb. R 

The gas constant of the exhaust gas mixture at 

the exit section of the engine exhaust cone is 
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111620 \ 2960 / 528 \ / 234 \ 

f 

-x 55.16Jf x 48.29ff x 35.1l)+( -x 85.78) 
\15342 / 15342 \15342 / \15342 / 

= 53.7 ft-lb/lb. R 

14. The results do not concide with the assumed 

values, so another assumption should be made. 

Assume 0.266 Btu/lb. R 

R 53.6 ft-lb/lb. R 

Calculate as above. In thi case, the calculated 

results are equal to the values we had just assumed. 

Then the results are just what we wanted, Thj is shown 

on Table 4. 

Calculate another four runs by this same rocedure 

and obtain the data of the average jet velocity, static 

thrust force and the air-fuel ratio. 

Now, let u try to estimate the small amounts of 

Co and H2 in the combustion products by means of a 

common method (17, p.293-303). 

For the sake of safety, assume that the temperatui 

of the combustion Troducts at the center of the burner 

and near the fuel nozzle i 4000 degrees Rankine. This 

is the possible maximum temperature inside the burner 

of this tyne of engine using the same fuel. Suppose 

the combustion products reach equilibrium under this 

condition. Let us choose the Test R:m 5 as an examï;le. 
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Proni Table 4, the air-fuel ratio is 93.4; then 

the chemical equation of te combustion is in the 

following, if we consider that the coribustion products 

may be expected to contain only the six components 

CO2 1120, 02, N2, CO, H2 C exclusive of traces o other 

products such as C, 0, O3 0H, NO, CH4, C2N2, etc.). 

G121126+116 0g-434 N2 >002 CO2 2° 
H20+n0 °2 

+ 
2 

2+00 004n11 H2 

Now, n00 , n , n , n , n and n are all 

2 H20 2 
N2 co H2 

(i) For balance in carbon: n00-1- 12 

(2) For balance in hydrogen: 

(3) Por balance in oxygen: 

(4) Por balance in nitrogen: 

2n-- 2n 26 

n -4-2n 232 
n00-I- 2n00..4 

H20 02 

n = 434 
r 2 

It is necessary to have another two eouìlibrium 

relations to solve the problem of finding out the 



equilibrium composition of the com'austion products. 

Let us choose these two relations; 

cøj O2-'CO2 

112+ * 

Then, from any standard thermodynamics textbook, 

the equilibrium constants of these two reactions at 

4000 degrees Rankine can easily be obtained. 

(5) Equilibrium constant(17, p.297) 

(6) 
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- 
nao2 (P 

1 
=10 158.5 at 4000 R 

x (n ) 
\z 

02 

20 
(F_2 

2.8 
K = t J = 10 = 631 at 4000 R 

3 \z / 

n x(n ) n 
ri2 02 

Here, P=total static pressure o the combustion pro- 

ducts at the considered location, in (atm). 

In this case, this pressure is equal to the 

compressor discharge pressure, or 19.5 psia 

(from Table la), if the pressure drop in the 

burners is neglected. 
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Then, P= 19.51/14.71= 1.33 (atm) 

n=total nuznbers of moles of the combustion 

products under the considered conditions. 

The table below illustrates the trial-and-error 

procedure and arrives at an adequately exact solution. 

n n n 
H2 CO2 

n 
H20 

n 
02 

n zn K K 
N2 1 2 

Trial Trial by by by by by by 

Value Value cci i eq 2 eq 3 eq 4 eq 5 eq 6 

0.100 0.100 11.90 12.90 97.60 434 556.6 247 268 

0.170 0.045 11.83 12.96 97.55 434 563.4 15 600 
* * 

0.155 0.043 11.84 12.96 97.60 434 556.5 158 634 

* These calculated results of the equilibrium 

constants are quite close to those found from the 

chart of equilibrium constants ( see preceding page ); 

then, the last assumptions are correct. 

Per cent by volume for the corrected assumptions; 

H2 CO2 H20 02 N2 total 

0.03 0.01 2.19 2.40 17.30 78.07 100 

It is apparent that the contents of CO and H2 

are very small and may be neglected in this simple 

calculation. As was mentioned before, the assumed 
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burner center temperature is the maximum value for this 

type of en4ne using the same fuel. I this temperature 

decreases, then the contents of CO and H2 will decrease 

more rapidly. 

Dr. P. J. Kiefer (17, p.302) points out thr.t 

the attainment of equi1ibrium will be very slow t 

temperature less than about 1800 degrees Pahrenheit, 

moreover the velocity of the combustion products or 

the exhaust gas are very hi:h. Consequently, it may 

not be so easy for the combustion products to reach 

the equilibrium condition in the gas flow rath after 

the combustion chanther. Then, the composition of the 

exhaust gas is nearly the same as those under the 

equilibrium condition in the hi h temperature region 

of the combustion chamber. If the equilibrium may be 

obtained in the lo\'Jer temperature section such as in 

the exhaust cono, then the contents of CO and will 

still decrease. In other words, the accuracy of the 

simple calculation ïil1 also incresse. 
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